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14. He not only cooks well but also speaks six languages fluently.

15. Uot only does the baby need food but it also hungers for 10~0.

16. Neither will she give him a divorce nor will she care for him.

77. The teacher was both satisfied and happy.

18. Either James has done it or you have.

19. Neither James nor you uere  present.

20. Neither uas James present nor uere you.

Exercise 6: Writing Sentences with Correlative Conjunctions

Write compound sentences using the correlative conjunctions:

neither...nor;  either...or; not only...but  (also). (The correlative

conjunction both...and  is not usually used to join independent

clauses.) Be careful to use punctuation appropriately.

Example: (not only...but  also)

. ..Not  only did he buy her a new car, but he also promised

her a new mink coat.

1.6 Conjunctive Adverbs

There is another set of words (and phrases-see 1.8)  in English

that can be used to join two or more independent clauses into one

compound sentence. These are called conjunctive adverbs. Some

grammarians, such as Henry Sweet, call them 'half-conjunotionse

because the two  independent clauses are joined less tightly than they

are when other conjunctions (which he calls "full conjunctions") are

used.

Conjunctive adverbs can be grouped according to their meanings:

A. Addition: moreover, hesides,  furthermore

Example: A. Jane is an intelligent and stimulating teacher; moreover
(besides, furthermore), she takes an interest in the

personal vell-being of her students.

B. Condition: otherwise
.

Example: B. You will have to eat a good breakfast; otherwise, you

will have no energy to carry on your hard work all day.

C. Concession: however, still, nevertheless

Examale:  C. He does not earn much; still (howevsr,  nevertheless),

he likes to spend on luxuries.

D. Result: therefore, consequently,hence,  thus, accordingly

Example: D. In big cities it is difficult to. get to know people;

therefore (consequently, w, thus,  accordingly),

a neighborhood meeting place has a valuable function.
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than one wife and that only one of "hia"  brothers or wives is being

discussed. The second sentenoe of each pair means that "he"  has only
one brother and one wife and that the listener reader is simply
getting more information about that one brother and one wife.

Exercise 11: punctuating  Adjective Clauses

In each of the following sentences there is one adjective clause.

If the adjective clause is restrictive (essential), do not separate it
from the rest of the sentence by commas. If the adjective clause is '

non-restriotive  (non-essential), separate it from the rest of the
sentence by one or two commas.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

, 8.

9.

1 0 .

11.

12.

13.
14.

15.

16.

Examples: A. The mangoes we served were flown from Thailand.
. . . (Na commas are needed because "we served"

identifies the mangoes being discussed.)

B. Our next stop is Tokyo which is the capital of
Japan.

. . . Our next stop is Tokyo, which is the capital
of Japan.

Mr. Winston,who gave ue a dinner treat last night is a very wise

man.
The girl was waiting for a bus at Rajaphrasong which is a shopping
center.
Is that+Nancy Williams whom you talked about this morning?
Is that,the Charles Robertson whom you talked about this afternoon?
There wore several people whose names I did not know.
The. woman whoa you saw a moment ago is our new English teacher.
The man whose car was parked on the wrong side of the road had to
pay a fine.
He is a dishonest man,whom we cannot trust.
Wheat germ,which is believed to be healthful,does not appeal to me.
Pattani,which was my home) had become a very unsafe plaae to live in.
The designs which we had to choose from wore dull and unimaginative.
A playful remark which she had made at the Women's Club won the
applause of the audience.
The table which Magaret bought is too small for the room.
The responsibility for maintaining tight security around the four
southern provinces fell to Commander Santi  ,whose ability wae
unquestioned.
The reeponsibility  for maintaining tight security around the four
provinces fell to a man whose ability was unquestioned.
The ship took two days to arrive at Khlong Toey,which is the only
dockyard in Bangkok.
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